Sub:- Soil Survey & Soil Conservation Department – Establishment –
- Transfer and Posting – Surveyor/IInd Grade Draftsman –
Draft transfer list published - Orders issued

DRAFT ORDER NO.F(4)1807/17 DATED.25.05.2017

The following Surveyor/IInd Grade Draftsman are proposed for posting under general transfer for 2017. Objections if any shall be submitted to the Director on or before 05.06.2017.


2. Sri. Shaji J, Surveyor, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Kilimanoor is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Ottappalam vice Sri. Raveendran V.V, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred


5. Sri. Sreejil M, Surveyor, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Thamarassery is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Thalassery vice Sri. Girish M.R, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred.

6. Smt. Sindhu M, IInd Grade Draftsman, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Mananthavady is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the Assistant Director(Soil Survey), Kozhikode vice Sri. Jugal Siraj K, Surveyor transferred

7. Sri. Jugal Siraj K, Surveyor, Office of the Assistant Director(Soil Survey), Kozhikode is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Mananthavady vice Smt. Sindhu M, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred

8. Sri. Reji P.V, Surveyor, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Manantahavady is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Wadakkanchery vice Sri. Narendran C.V, Surveyor transferred

10. Sri. Raliyath K.P, IInd Grade Draftsman Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Thaliparamba is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Vatakara vice Sri. Rajkumar P, Surveyor transferred

11. Sri. Rajkumar P, Surveyor, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Vatakara is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Thaliparamba vice Sri. Raliyath K.P, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred

12. Smt. Lathi C, IInd Grade Draftsman, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Pathanamthitta is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Kottarakkara vice Smt. Saraswathy Amma P, Surveyor transferred

13. Smt. Saraswathy Amma P, Surveyor, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Kottarakkara is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Pathanamthitta vice Smt. Lathi C, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred

14. Smt. Sindhu Kamalasan, IInd Grade Draftsman, Office of the Assistant Director of Soil Conservation Kaniyambetta is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Meenangadi vice Sri. Anilkumar A, Surveyor transferred

15. Sri. Anilkumar A, Surveyor, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Meenangadi is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Assistant Director of Soil Conservation Kaniyambetta vice Smt. Sindhu Kamalasan, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred

16. Sri. Shine R.S, IInd Grade Draftsman, Office of the Assistant Director of Soil Conservation Kaniyambetta is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the Assistant Director (Soil Survey), Wayanad vice Sri. P. Manikandan, Surveyor transferred

17. Sri. P. Manikandan, Surveyor Office of the Assistant Director (Soil Survey), Wayanad is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Neyyattinkara vice Sri. Sureshkumar A.S, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred.

18. Sri. Sureshkumar A.S, IInd Grade Draftsman Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Neyyattinkara is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the
the Assistant Director of Soil Conservation Kaniyambetta vice Sri. Shine R.S, Surveyor transferred.

19. Sri. Raveendran V.V, IInd Grade Draftsman Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Ottappalam is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Assistant Director (Soil Survey), Malappuram vice Sri. Mohammed Ali K, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred.

20. Sri. Mohammed Ali K, IInd Grade Draftsman Office of the Assistant Director (Soil Survey), Malappuram is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Manjeri vice Sri. Somaraj K, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred.

21. Sri. Thulaseedharan R, Surveyor, Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Peerumedu is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the District Soil Conservation Officer, Pathanamthitta vice Sri. Sivanandan K, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred.


23. Sri. Somaraj K, IInd Grade Draftsman the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Manjeri is transferred and posted as Surveyor in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Thamarassery vice Sri. Sreejil M, Surveyor transferred.

24. Sri. Deepesh K.P, IInd Grade Draftsman the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Changanassery is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Cherthala vice Smt. Priya P, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred.

25. Smt. Priya P, IInd Grade Draftsman the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Cherthala is transferred and posted as IInd Grade Draftsman in the Office of the Soil Conservation Officer, Changanassery vice Sri. Deepesh K.P, IInd Grade Draftsman transferred.

Sd/-

J. JUSTIN MOHAN .IFS
Director of Soil Survey & Soil Conservation.
Forwarded/By Order

JUNIOR SUPERINTENDENT